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To Lick: Ice Cream Willy Wonka Might Like to Make

You may not be able to get a dinner reservation at El Celler de Can Roca, the restaurant in Girona, Spain, that was ranked

No. 1 this year on the much-watched (if debatable) list of the World’s 50 Best Restaurants. But if you’re in the area, you can still

have dessert. Last year, the chef Jordi Roca began selling soft-serve versions of his signature desserts at Rocambolesc, the

Wonka-esque sweet shop nearby that he owns with his brothers; another location opened in Platja d’Aro in May. Flavors include

the “lactic,” sheep’s-milk ice cream dressed with guava preserves, dulce de leche and white cotton candy. To top it off, there are

chocolate pop rocks, Cape gooseberries and more: 3.30 euros, or $4.30 at $1.31 to the euro, for a scoop with three toppings at

Carrer de Santa Clara 50, Girona; and Avinguda de S’Agaró 59, Platja d’Aro; rocambolesc.com. — JOSIE SEXTON

To Treasure: Vintage Cookware That Keeps Rolling Along

A brand-new unstained baking sheet is one thing. But vintage utensils, like a rolling pin that has chaperoned hundreds of

pies to the pan, are also worth treasuring. Second Shout Out is an online yard sale specializing in cookware like this 1950s

wooden rolling pin with sleek chrome handles ($48). The Web site also sells ceramic pie dishes, old pie safes and other items, all

of which tend to sell fast. So if you find it and like it, it pays to buy it: secondshoutout.com, (800) 282-0196.

To Grill: A Catch of Wreckfish Finds Its Way to Tables

Wreckfish, a deepwater fish related to grouper, has recently been showing up in New York restaurants and markets. With

good reason. Its dense, succulent flesh is mild yet meaty, with more swagger than halibut. A denizen of the Atlantic around the

Carolinas, it was on its way to becoming a significant commercial catch in the 1980s, but fishermen’s initiatives reduced the

quota to protect the fishery. It’s also called stone bass, but the name “wreckfish,” derived from the fact that the fish are often

found near shipwrecks, seems to have stuck. Floyd Cardoz, the executive chef of North End Grill, serves it grilled, on a bed of

fregola and peas with a brown butter-lemon sauce. He said he likes its quality and sustainability. Consider it for your grill: $19 a

pound for steaks and fillets at Fairway markets.

To Bake: Sour Cherries to Pit and Sweeten for a Pie

Just about any fruit will do for that summer pie, but dedicated bakers will seek baskets of tart sour cherries to pit, sweeten

and pile into pastry. The fairly reliable Hudson Valley crop, available for just a few weeks in July, has arrived; Samascott

Orchards and Locust Grove Fruit Farm have the cherries in several Greenmarkets for $5 a pint. For a change of pace, fold

bittersweet chocolate chips in with your next sour cherry pie filling. Or, if you are not a baker, macerate some cherries, pitted or

not, in lightly sweetened vodka or brandy to embellish old-fashioneds and manhattans.

A version of this article appears in print on 07/03/2013, on page D3 of the NewYork edition with the headline: Front Burner.
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